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T he main objective was to further unravel the experience o f m otivation in an expert m ale skydiver by investi
gating: (1) his general experience o f m otivation and perception o f the dangers o f skydiving; (2) his pursuit of
new challenges and learning new skills as factors in m aintaining motivation; (3) evidence o f a m astery-based
confidence fram e in his m otivational experience. This was a unique case study inform ed by reversal theory.
The participant's perception o f skydiving was that it was not a risky or dangerous activity and a primary motive
for his involvem ent in skydiving was personal goal achievem ent. M aintaining control and m astery during
skydiving was a key m otivational elem ent during his long career and pursuing new challenges and learning
new skills was found to be im portant for his continued participation. D ata indicated that his confidence frame
w as based on a telic-m astery state com bination, w hich challenged previous reversal theory research findings
and constructs.
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The results o f psychological research on participant
m otivation in adventure sports have indicated that par
ticipation m otives include, but are not lim ited to: Goal
achievem ent (W illig, 2008), social relationships (K err &
H ouge M ackenzie, 2012), risk-taking or sensation seek
ing (Chirivella & M artinez, 1994; R ow land, Franken,
& H arrison, 1986), alleviating boredom (K err & H ouge
M ackenzie, 2012), pushing personal boundaries and
overcom ing fear (Allm an, M ittelstaedt, M artin, & Goldenberg, 2009; B rym er & O ades, 2009), connecting with
nature (Brymer, Downey, & Gray 2010; Varley, 2011),
pleasurable kinesthetic bodily sensations from moving
in w ater or air (Varley, 2011), and control, m astery and
sk ill (A llm an, M ittelstae d t, M artin, & G oldenberg ,
2009; W illig, 2001). Sport parachute jum ping or skydiv
ing, is an adventure sport that has been the subject of
psychological research on participant motivation (e.g.,
H ym baugh, & G arrett, 1974; Thatcher, Reeves, D orling,
& Palm er, 2003). D uring skydiving participants travel
in airplanes up to a height o f 3 -4 5 0 0 m and, when at
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the desired height, they exit the plane and go into “free
fall” for periods o f up to a m inute before releasing their
m ain “canopy” (parachute). D uring free fall, skydivers
may attem pt forw ard or backw ard acrobatic m aneuvers
as they reach velocities that can exceed 160 kph during
their free fall descent (L ipscom be, 1999). Skydivers
also have a reserve canopy that they can use if the main
canopy malfunctions.
Researchers have identified a range o f m otives for
skydiving. For exam ple, A pter and B atler (1997) asked
m ale and fem ale sport parachutists to respond to a list
o f motivational item s. The list consisted o f ten item s and
respondents (n - 61) could indicate as many motivational
item s as they w ished. T he results show ed that all ten
item s w ere endorsed by the participants. These are listed
here in order o f response frequency with the num ber o f
citations in parenthesis follow ing each item: excitem ent
or thrill (56); im m ediate fun (51); serious achievem ent
(45); control and m astery (42); being part o f a com munity
or group (42); helping others m aster the situation (22);
defying convention (19); relief afterw ard (15); being
concerned for others (10); and being a center o f concerned
attention (6). Several o f these m otives overlap w ith the
p articipation m otives described earlier for adventure
sports in general (e.g., “risk taking or sensation seek
ing” ; “goal achievem ent” , “control m astery and skill” ;
“social relationships”). The results o f the A pter and Batler
(1997) study suggested that participant m otivations in

sport parachuting are diverse and often include multiple
participation motives. These findings have been supported
by more recent research with a broader range of adven
ture sport participants who described their fundamental
motivations as multifaceted (Kerr & Houge Mackenzie,
2012). Although the individuals in Kerr and Houge
Mackenzie’s study sometimes reported the same partici
pation motives, they also differed in order of importance
attached to each one.
While adventure sport athletes generally, and sport
parachutists in particular, tend to perceive their basic
motives in broad motivational categories (Apter & Batler,
1997) this approach does not provide fine-grained insights
into the dynamic nature of motivation in adventure
sports. For example, research has not fully explained
how motives can change with on-going engagement in
adventure sports, or how interest and motivation can be
maintained through the acceptance of regularly renewed
challenges. With respect to taking on new challenges,
Willig (2008) found that adventure sport participants
generally had a good knowledge of their own and other
participants’ abilities and, as they acquired increasing
levels of skill and experience, recognized their own
progress. This was experienced as a rewarding sense
of mastery. In addition, participants carefully appraised
the challenges involved in undertaking new activities or
skills in their sports and only took on challenges that were
within their capabilities (Willig, 2008).
These findings are supported by flow and reversal
theory research that demonstrated the importance of
increasing challenges to facilitate flow, in the short
term, and longer term engagement in adventure activi
ties (Houge Mackenzie, Hodge & Boyes, 2011). These
authors also found support for a dynamic tensions model
of engagement wherein opposing states with varying
challenge levels contributed to longer term engagement
in adventure activities. They concluded that adventure
participant motives (1) regularly reversed between playful
and serious motives and (2) progressed from sensation
seeking to serious/mastery and social motives over time
(Houge Mackenzie, Hodge & Boyes, 2013). The present
study further investigates these findings by examining
the experience of mastery and the motivational processes
involved in taking on new challenges in skydiving.

Reversal Theory Findings
& Constructs
The motivational constructs used in the parachuting
study (Apter & Batler, 1997) and adventure sports studies
(Houge Mackenzie et al., 2011, 2013) described above
were informed by reversal theory (e.g., Apter, 1982,2001)
and represented the diverse basic motives outlined in the
theory. Reversal theory-based research has been used to
understand and explain motivation in a number of previ
ous research studies on different adventure sport activities
(Chirivella & Martinez, 1994; Cogan & Brown, 1999;
Florenthal & Shoham, 2001; Kerr, 1991; Kerr & Houge

Mackenzie, 2012; Kerr&Svebak, 1989; Legrand& Apter
2004; Pain & Kerr, 2004; Trimpop, Kirkcaldy, & Kerr,
1998). However, in spite of reversal theory-based research
findings that participation motivation is multifaceted (e.g.,
Apter & Batler, 1997), the majority of these studies have
focused on the arousal-seeking, excitement and thrill
aspects of adventure activities, thus overlooking other
important motivational categories. This may have resulted
in undue emphasis on paratelic-oriented motivations for
adventure sport and other risky activities in much of the
reversal theory thinking and literature (e.g., Apter, 1992).
These conclusions are supported by recent nonreversaltheory-based findings that highlight alternative motives
for adventure sport, such as interacting with the natural
environment or emotional regulation (e.g., Brymer &
Gray, 2010). These studies also found that adventure
participation may induce life transformations and strong
relationships with the natural world (Brymer, 2009).
As reversal theory is the guiding framework in the
current study, a brief explanation of reversal theory fol
lows. According to reversal theory, individuals switch,
or reverse, between paired mental or metamotivational
states producing significant changes in their motivational
and emotional experience. These states govern the way
a person interprets his or her motives at a certain time.
There are four pairs of opposing states, and each state
has its own characteristics. A person in the telic state
tends to be primarily serious, goal-oriented, and arousal
avoiding, and spontaneous, playful, and arousal seeking
in the paratelic state. In the conformist state, a person is
compliant and agreeable, and rebellious, unconventional,
and defiant in the negativistic state. A person in the mas
tery state tends to be competitive and dominating, and
has a desire for harmony and unity, and tries to be coop
erative in the sympathy state. In the autic state, a person
is egoistic, and altruistic and concerned with others in
the alloic state. Reversals are caused by environmental
stimuli (e.g., a mountain biker, whose closest rival in a
race crashes, injures himself and has to retire from the
competition, reverses from the mastery to the sympathy
state)frustration (e.g., a downhill skier, perceiving herself
to have been wrongly disqualified from a race, reverses
from the conformist to the negativistic state), or satia
tion (a canoeist reaches her destination after a difficult
ocean trip, and reverses from the telic to the paratelic
state). Reversal theory also posits that there are sixteen
somatic and transactional primary emotions that result
from different combinations of metamotivational states.
These are: Relaxation, excitement, placidity, provocative
ness, pride, modesty, gratitude, virtue, anxiety, boredom,
anger, sullenness, humiliation, shame, resentment, and
guilt (see Table 1).
A crucial reversal theory concept in understanding
motivation in adventure sports is that of phenomenologi
cal protective frames (Apter, 1992,1993). Three different
types of protective frames have been proposed: These
are the confidence frame, the safety-zone frame and the
detachment frame. Protective frames are cognitivelybased, subjectively-determined and in conjunction with

Table 1 Metamotivational State Combinations
and the 16 Primary Emotions
S o m a tic E m o tio n s
S ta te c o m b in a tio n

P le a s a n t

U n p le a s a n t

telic-conformity
telic-negativism

relaxation

anxiety
anger

paratelic-conformity
paratelic-negativism

placidity
excitement

boredom

provocativeness

sullenness

T ra n s a c tio n a l E m o tio n s
S ta te c o m b in a tio n

autic-mastery
autic-sympathy
alloic-mastery
alloic-sympathy

P le a s a n t

U n p le a s a n t

pride

humiliation

gratitude
modesty
virtue

resentment
shame
guilt

operative metamotivational states influence how a person
interprets his or her current experience. A protective
confidence frame, associated with the paratelic state,
forms a kind of ‘psychological bubble’ around a danger
ous activity allowing the participant to cope with risks
and enjoy high arousal as excitement. Therefore, the
confidence frame is important in the context of adven
ture sports as it allows participants to approach their
sport with a reduced sense of danger and an increased
sense of safety arising from, for example, confidence in
their own abilities, the abilities of others, or the use of
‘safe’ technologically-advanced equipment. Confidence
frames may fail either temporarily, or over the longer
term, if an adventure participant’s subjective appraisal
of the risks involved changes. This was illustrated by the
case of an accomplished female skydiver discussed by
Kerr (2007). “Julie” suddenly withdrew from skydiving
when her friend died in a skydiving accident. As well
as withdrawing from skydiving, she became severely
anxious and depressed, was unable to continue work
ing, and even contemplated suicide. The death of Julie’s
friend changed her perception of the risks in skydiving
destroyed her confidence frame, and had a major impact
on her life beyond skydiving. Recent studies of adventure
tourism guides have further demonstrated the utility of
this concept in understanding adventure tourism guid
ing, and the negative effects of removing or failing to
establish protective frames in adventure activities (Houge
Mackenzie & Kerr, 2012).
Apter (1992) outlined the importance of paratelic
(playful) motivation for maintaining the confidence
frame in dangerous situations. Confidence frames can
only occur under conditions of perceived control and
security, which are generally familiar and predictable
for the individual involved. Therefore, the high arousal
paratelic experience in risky or dangerous activities is
‘planned’ arousal in a subjectively controlled situation
(Trimpop, 1994). While control and mastery are crucial
to confidence frames, the possible role of the mastery

state has received less attention than the paratelic state in
reversal theory literature. However, recent evidence from
adventure sports has indicated that the confidence frame
is also closely allied with mastery motivation (Houge
Mackenzie & Kerr, 2012; Kerr & Houge Mackenzie,
2012). Furthermore Males (2013) argued that the confi
dence frame is a function of the mastery state and that,
contrary to extant literature, it can coexist with either the
telic or paratelic state to create effective performance
in elite-level competitive sport. While Males’ (2013)
work extended previous reversal theory thinking about
the nature of protective confidence frames, additional
research is required to establish whether his findings can
be replicated in the context of adventure sports. Thus, this
was one of the aims of the current study.

The Present Case Study
Case study research is now well established in the psy
chology and sport psychology literature. For example,
The Sport Psychologist recently dedicated a complete
issue to case studies (Hanton, 2012). Single case studies
are worth documenting when the investigator has access
to a previously inaccessible or unique situation and/or
the case can be used to confirm, challenge, or extend
an established theory (Bromley, 1986; Yin, 1994). The
present single case study focused on an elite skydiver
and was considered unique because the skydiver had
such a vast experience across recreational, competitive,
and professional (i.e., as an occupation) skydiving (see
Case Description and Context section below). He had
completed over 20,000jumps at the time of his interview
and was able to describe the development of his motiva
tion over time and across contexts with the knowledge
gained from over 20 years of experience.
Qualitative interview methods were used and reversal
theory constructs (e.g., Apter, 1982, 2001) informed the
analysis of case material. The main purpose of the case
study was to further unravel the experience of motiva
tion in the adventure sport of skydiving. In particular, the
researchers’ aims were to investigate: (1) the participants’
general experience of skydiving, with a focus on motiva
tion and risk perception; (2) if accepting renewed chal
lenges and learning new skills were factors in maintaining
the participant’s motivation over time; (3) the possibility
of a mastery-based confidence frame in the skydiver’s
motivational experience. The current case study was
thought to be a unique case that could contribute to cur
rent knowledge about the experience of motivation in
skydiving, with additional potential for challenging and
extending reversal theory conceptualizations (Bromley,
1986; Yin, 1994).

Method
The present case study emerged from qualitative data
collected as part of a larger study of motivation and
experience in adventure sport activities which used
theory-based purposeful sampling (Houge, 2009). Initial

contact with potential participants was made via tele
phone or e-mail. Those who agreed to participate were
then mailed an information sheet detailing the research
topic (i.e., motivations and emotions experienced during
adventure sports), the data collection process, and an
informed consent form. The study had received prior
ethical approval from the relevant university committee.

Sampling Procedures
Theory-based purposeful sampling guidelines indicate
that individuals with the most experience and knowledge
of an activity or phenomenon can provide the most infor
mation-rich case studies (e.g., Patton, 2002). In addition,
athletes with greater levels of experience and proficiency
have a larger experiential reference base to draw upon
and may be better able to articulate key psychological
states experienced during sport (e.g., Jackson, 1996).
A population that met these requirements was expert
adventure instructors. There were a number of additional
reasons that this sample (which included the participant
in the present case study) was considered appropriate.
First, the requisite certification processes to become an
instructor in adventure activities demand compliance
with rigorous industry measures of proficiency and field
experience. For example, the New Zealand Parachute
Industry Association (NZPIA) certification process sets
skydiving proficiency standards (e.g., the minimum
number of logged jumps for tandem instructors) that
are aligned with the international sport licensing body,
Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI). Based on
standardized industry-wide assessment documents (e.g.,
written examinations and official instructor logs, which
detail and evaluate each trip) it was possible to judge
whether an adventure practitioner was an expert and
to accurately gauge his/her experience level. A further
benefit of interviewing instructors was the likelihood that
they would have reflected upon their adventure experi
ences (e.g., via debriefings with employers/clients/peers
and self-evaluation logs) more than purely recreational
participants. In this manner, the participants in the larger
study were theoretically sampled based on their depth and
breadth of adventure sport experience using a snowballing
method (Patton, 2002). This sampling procedure ensured
that highly accomplished and experienced adventure
professionals (based on industry achievements and cer
tifications) were recruited, and that the sample consisted
of participants previously unknown to the interviewer.

Case Description and Context
The participant in this case study, Vlad (a pseudonym),
was a 37-year-old with 21 years of experience as a sport
parachutist, paratrooper, international skydiving com
petitor, and skydiving instructor. At 16 years of age, he
embarked on an introductory skydiving course at the local
sport parachute club in his town. Vlad was required to
complete four and a half months of ground training before
being allowed to jump using a static line, which opens

the parachute automatically after leaving the plane. (The
use of a static line minimizes the risk of malfunctions,
but eliminates the free fall portion of a jump.) He quickly
progressed to free fall skydiving and became involved in
local competitions and formation skydives before eventu
ally progressing to the national team and representing his
country at the World Championship level.
During this time, Vlad was called into military ser
vice as a paratrooper, which then consisted of low altitude
jumps with round canopies and no free fall. Vlad felt these
military jumps boring: “... you know, for someone who is
doing a first jump they would be great fun, but once you
pass that stage and you [have] got a few 100 jumps you
can’t go back to static line jumps - they are too boring.”
This experience contrasts with modern skydiving tech
niques where developments in training and equipment
allow a beginner to skydive with a tandem instructor con
nected to him/her by a harness after 30 min of instruction.
(Tandem skydives involve free falling for 30-60 s before
the canopy is opened, with a further five minute descent
before landing.) Upon leaving the military, Vlad decided
to make a career out of skydiving by becoming a tandem
instructor. In addition to this commercial instruction, he
became an examiner of other tandem instructors and the
operations manager for one of the world’s busiest tandem
skydiving companies. Rather than view his vocation as
a career, Vlad was emphatic that for him skydiving was
a lifestyle choice (Wheaton, 2004): “When you are a
skydiver, your whole life revolves around skydiving.
Someone who is engaged i n ... skydiving... you become
a skydiver . . . that’s the way you live your life.”

Study Design and Procedures
The Scanlan Collaborative Interview Method (SCIM;
Scanlan, Russell, Wilson, & Scanlan, 2003) was used
in conjunction with the reversal theory-based Metamotivational State Coding Schedule (MSCS; O’Connell,
Potocky, Cook, & Gerkovich, 1991) to direct the
inductive-deductive interview procedure throughout the
larger research study (Kerr & Houge Mackenzie, 2012).
The SCIM methodology allows researchers to ask openended inductive questions in the first part of the interview,
followed by predetermined deductive questions at the
end of the interview. It culminates with the creation of
a participant’s “picture” of experience that incorporates
inductive and deductive concepts and allows for prelimi
nary member checking at the end of the interview. Both
the SCIM procedure and the MSCS instrument have been
successfully used in previous qualitative sport psychol
ogy research (SCIM—e.g., Scanlan, Russell, Beals, &
Scanlan, 2003; MSCS—e.g., Males, Kerr & Gerkovich,
1998). The inductive-deductive interview method allowed
for emergent concepts as well as possible confirmation
and/or expansion of established reversal theory concepts.
This collaborative interview technique afforded
personal depth and detail as well as scholarly rigor. In
this format, the interviewer and participant worked in
tandem to literally create an individualized picture of

the participant’s experience (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson
et al., 2003). The interview process was characterized
by an ambience of partnership, highlighted by the sideby-side positioning of the researcher and participant as
recommended by Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et al. (2003).
This unique spatial arrangement was accompanied by
clear, detailed explanations of the voluntary nature of the
interview and its structure, process and purpose.
The SCIM was selected due to its multilevel approach
to data analysis which clearly delineated potentially
theory-expanding data (i.e., participant-derived “induc
tively” grounded data) from theory-confirming data (i.e.,
theory-derived “deductive” data), and areas of overlap
between these data sources (Scanlan, Russell, Wilson et
al., 2003). The advantage of this method was that it cre
ated a checklist and framework for qualitative analysis.
Any theorized constructs were assessed with regard to
their temporal occurrence and reported significance to
the focal concept. Confirmation or nonconfirmation of
key concepts was identified along with their perceived
impact on the phenomenon of interest. Scanlan, Russell,
Wilson et al. (2003) contended that this focused analysis
of content could reveal underlying mechanisms while still
including emergent, idiosyncratic information, regardless
of whether it was theory-confirming.
Versions of the SCIM have been used successfully
to test and expand the Sport Commitment Model (Scan
lan, Russell, Beals, & Scanlan, 2003) and to generate
constructs of Athletic Engagement (Lonsdale, Hodge,
& Raedeke, 2007) among elite athletes. Moreover, par
ticipants (e.g., members of the New Zealand All Blacks
and Silver Ferns national teams) had highlighted the
ecological validity and success of the SCIM’s collab
orative process. In previous studies, athletes responded
positively to the creation of a personalized theoretical
diagram during the interview; “It’s given me in words
and in a picture just who I am and what my capabilities
are and what I can achieve” (Scanlan, Russell, Beals et
al., 2003, p. 375). These affirming sentiments strength
ened the rationale for utilizing the SCIM as participants
reported personally meaningful experiences during the
research process.

Interview Structure
The current case study was based on a 129 min audiorecorded, in-depth interview conducted in Vlad’s home
without distractions. The SCIM was conducted in four parts.
The interview began with a discussion of
Vlad’s background with regard to skydiving to build the
foundation for a collaborative relationship. The interview
format was then outlined so that any questions regarding
the nature or process of the inquiry could be answered.
The interviewer introduced the focal concept as the
emotions and motivations experienced during skydiving.
This “bounded” the specific topic area, focused the
discussion, and provided a clear understanding of the
topic of interest without suggesting any of the particular

P a rt 1.

emotions, motives, or theoretical constructs (Scanlan,
Russell, Wilson et al., 2003). This was important, as the
initial inductive approach was designed to elicit candid
reports of idiosyncratic experiences.
In the second phase, Vlad was asked to describe
thoughts and feelings he remembered before, during, and
following different skydiving experienced; Lonsdale
et al., 2007). This temporal division of adventure
experiences had been shown to demarcate diverse
mental strategies and frames of mind among adventure
sport participants (e.g., Burke & Orlick, 2003; Males,
1999). Furthermore, it facilitated data analysis later on
by allowing the identification of reversal theory coding
units. Coding units are defined in reversal theory as
distinct periods of time in which the participant reports
a single goal and experiences only one combination of
metamotivational states (e.g., Males, 1999; Potocky et
al., 1991).
Open-ended questions, such as “Could you describe
your first/most memorable/most significant/recent sky
diving experiences?”; “Could you tell me about this
experience as though you were telling me a story?”; and
“What were your thoughts and feelings before/during/
after this experience?” were designed to elicit inductive
accounts of the motivational and emotional dynamics
involved in skydiving. As Vlad reported on his varied
experiences, he was probed for information regarding
similarities or differences across experiences, and any
internal or external factors that may have influenced or
instigated changes in his emotions, thoughts, or motiva
tions before, during, and after skydiving. For example:
“What motivated you before/during this experience?”;
“How did you feel at this point in the experience?”; or
“Could you describe anything that influenced this experi
ence (either positively or negatively)?”
While Vlad recalled his experiences, the interviewer
recorded raw data descriptors on yellow “Post-it” cards
that summarized his descriptions and then displayed these
on the table (Hinsdale et al., 2007). Once an exhaus
tive set of raw descriptors was generated, Vlad and the
interviewer worked collaboratively to create inductive
dimension “themes” to form a preliminary ‘picture’ of
his skydiving experiences (Hinsdale et al., 2007)
P a rt 2,

In the third section, comprised of
deductive questions, the interviewer stated that she
would now present some motives and emotions that
had previously been reported by some adventure
sport participants, but that they might or might not
apply to Vlad’s experiences. Vlad was assured that
the interviewer was only interested in his personal
experiences, regardless of whether they included the
concepts she was about to introduce. Preprepared blue
index cards with the following “potential” emotions
and motivations derived from reversal theory literature
were then presented: Serious-minded; light-hearted;
playful; spontaneous; bored; excited; calm; anxious;
worried; relaxed; cautious; adventurous; having fun;
P a rts 3 a n d 4.

“reversal” (accompanied by a description of this term:
sudden change in the way you felt or how you viewed
your situation). The statements below, derived from
reversal theory literature (e.g., the MSCS; O’Connell et
al., 1991), were also presented on separate blue cards:
1. I wanted to accomplish something—I had a goal
2. I was in the moment
3. Focused on the future/Planning ahead
4. Concerned about consequences of my current activ
ity
5. Unconcerned about consequences of my current
activity
6. More aroused/emotionally intense/”worked up” than
in everyday life
7. Less aroused/emotionally intense/”worked up” than
in everyday life
8. I wanted to feel more aroused
9. I wanted to feel less aroused
10. I wanted to have peace and quiet
11. I wanted to feel a “buzz” or seek thrills
12. The sensation of the activity itself was enjoyable
13. I wanted to avoid obstacles/challenges/risks
14. I wanted to seek out challenges/risk
As each index card was placed on the table, Vlad
had the opportunity to (a) confirm that the dimension
was already included in his inductive picture comprised
of yellow cards, (b) add the dimension (in its original or
a modified form) anywhere in his picture, or (c) reject
the potential dimension if it was not a part his experience
(Lonsdale et ah, 2007). Following this presentation of the
ory-derived dimensions of experience, the fourth section
provided an opportunity for Vlad to give feedback on the
interview process and make adjustments and clarifications
regarding his personal picture of skydiving experiences.
His final diagram was digitally photographed and the
interview was digitally recorded.

Data Analysis
Data analysis began with the researcher immersing
herself in the interview data. While transcribing the
interview, she familiarized herself with the audio record
ing, verbatim data transcript, and photographic data of
the diagram created during the interview. These data
sources were perused for the emergence of key motiva
tions, emotions, and patterns of experience, as well as for
key reversal theory themes (operative metamotivational
states, reversals, emotions experienced, and the possible
presence and nature of protective confidence frames;
Houge, 2009). Evidence of reversal theory constructs
were identified through the use of existing coding instru
ments (Metamotivational State Interview (MSI) and
Metamotivational State Coding Scale (MSCS; Males et
al., 1998; O’Connell et al., 1991; Potocky et al., 1991).
Raw data quotes were color-coded and grouped into

related themes in an extensive 15 page PowerPoint sum
mary document that first outlined the major emotional
and motivational themes along with supporting quotes,
and then diagrammed each experience sequentially with
supporting inductive and deductive interview data linking
it to the main themes. Inductive versus deductive data
were delineated via a color-coding system as evidence
for a reversal theory theme was considered stronger
when supported by inductive and deductive data. This
also allowed for assessment of convergence or diver
gence between inductive and deductive data, a suggested
requirement when analyzing SCIM data (e.g., Scanlan,
Russell, Wilson et al., 2003).

Trustworthiness
In qualitative research, the quality of data collected is
dependent on the extent to which the investigator can
establish sufficient credibility and trustworthiness, rather
than reliability and validity (e.g., Krane, Andersen,
& Strean, 1997). In the current study the aim was to
ensure that interviewer guarded against any subjective
bias that might have influenced the data collection and
analysis process. A “thick description” of the sampling
and interview procedures was reported in sufficient detail
to allow others to evaluate their credibility (e.g., Patton,
2002). In addition, the completion of member check
ing, triangulation, and an audit trail contributed to the
trustworthiness of the data (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).
The audit was carried out by a respected university aca
demic who was well-versed in both reversal theory and
adventure sports. Before this point, the auditor had not
been not involved in content analysis (Denzin & Lincoln,
2000; Gratton & Jones, 2004). The auditor first reviewed
all verbatim transcripts, pictures, and member checks to
identify common themes. The auditor then compared his
analysis to the researcher’s analyses. Minor discrepan
cies or inconsistencies were discussed and reconciled as
recommended, for example, when using the MSCS to
code participant responses (O’Connell et al., 1991). No
major omissions or misrepresentations of the data were
reported by the auditor (Houge, 2009).
Specifically with regard to Vlad’s interview, any
unclear statements within the interview were addressed
verbally in part four of the SCIM interview procedure,
and in the follow-up member checking process wherein
Vlad was given the opportunity to modify or elaborate
upon statements included in the 15 page PowerPoint
summary document described above (e.g., Denzin &
Lincoln, 2005; Richardson, 1996). After reading the
document, Vlad reported that he did not identify any
misrepresentations of the data, and that he enjoyed the
interview process and final document.
Finally, in preparing the present case study, all the
procedures described above (sampling, interview proce
dures, member check, triangulation, and audit trail), as
well as Vlad’s interview material, were carefully reviewed
again by a third person, also an expert on both reversal
theory and sport, with previous experience in qualitative

research, including research on adventure sports. This
additional researcher confirmed the appropriateness of the
steps taken in the research and the accuracy of the sub
sequent data analysis and reversal theory interpretation.

Results and Discussion
To better illustrate key findings and implications from
this case study, the results and discussion sections of
the manuscript have been amalgamated. This section is
divided into three main subsections, which align with
the study aims stated above, and a fourth subsection that
discusses the implications of these results for sport psy
chologists. To aid understanding, important sections of
Vlad’s interview are included in the text and further brief
illustrative examples from his quotes are also included
in brackets where relevant. Throughout the discussion,
reversal theory concepts are used as a basis for interpret
ing and explaining Vlad’s interview statements.

Risk Perceptions and General
Motivational Experience of Skydiving
Vlad did not view skydiving as a risky or dangerous
activity:
I don’t think skydiving is a dangerous sport and if it
was really, really dangerous I don’t think I would be
doing it.... It is extreme sport definitely but, there are
so many rules.... and if you obey everything, it’s a
safe sport. It’s like anything - if you’ve got the skills.
Even with his depth of experience, Vlad maintained
his concern for skydiving safety rules and continuously
monitored weather conditions:
... I wake up and check conditions...Are they too
dangerous? Not dangerous?... Assess conditions non
stop. .. At 20,000jumps you are on a completely dif
ferent level but you still go through the same things.
Krein (2007) maintained that most adventure sport
participants put extensive effort into limiting the risks
of their activities by, for example, using safe equip
ment or developing their knowledge and skills. Vlad
used both of these strategies, thus his skydiving was
not perceived as reckless risk-taking, but rather an
adventure sport in which he took carefully appraised
risks. A primary motive for Vlad’s involvement in
skydiving was achieving personal goals, as illustrated
by this interview quote:
... you want to do it because you have fun, because
you achieve something; you achieved what you
wanted to achieve. So there is always a goal, there is
definitely always a goal. We jump for fun sometimes
when we don’t work... and I always say I never jump
for fun, I always jum p... to learn something new. So
I wouldn’t say that I would do it just for the sake of
doing it... you always have some goal.

This represents Vlad’s telic (serious)-mastery moti
vation. His reward stemmed from postjump satisfaction
associated with achieving his goals for that particular
jump, or series of jumps on a certain day. A further indi
cation of Vlad’s telic-oriented motivation was his focus
on planning ahead:
[I] focus on the future and planning ahead in every
single jum p... especially with these emergency
procedures... every jump you have to concentrate
on that and focus on the future, planning ahead, so
you know what to do if this happens, you know what
to do if that happens.
In addition to the telic (serious) motives reported by
Vlad, his experience and emotions were also strongly
influenced by mastery motivation as he worked to main
tain control over his skydives and master the necessary
skills:
You know and some days.. .1 feel that I have under
control every single second of my skydive and every
single second of the landing. Or every single step
of the landing, and I can feel that I can do really
whatever I want to do with the canopy and I can
land any way I want.
If you want to enjoy skydiving... you have to get
good enough. You have to get to a level where you
can actually enjoy it...Actually, training is part as
well... the fact that every time you can do more
things, you can have more control, you can learn
more tricks - that’s good fun.
In summary, Vlad’s general motivational approach
to skydiving was dominated by telic-mastery motivation,
as exemplified by his focus on control and developing his
skydiving skills (e.g., “you can have more control, you
can learn more tricks - that’s good fun”). His perceptions
of mastery and control when skydiving were the most
enjoyable aspects of the activity for him. In addition,
the conformity and autic (self-oriented) states played a
role in his motivational approach to skydiving, but these
were less salient than the telic and mastery states. The
conformist state was illustrated by Vlad’s desire to obey
safety rules, while his desire to achieve his own personal
goals typified the autic state. Given the salience of telicmastery motivational states driving Vlad’s skydiving,
it was not surprising that Vlad never described feeling
of excitement in connection with skydiving during his
interview. Excitement is a pleasant emotion associated
with the paratelic (playful) state. This is one of the most
noteworthy findings in this case as it counters much of
the adventure motivation literature (e.g., Chirivella &
Martinez, 1994; Hymbaugh & Garrett; 1974; Rowland
et al., 1986), including skydiving-specific research. For
example, Apter and Batler (1997) found that excitement
or thrill was the most highly rated motive for skydiving
participation, while Kerr’s (2007) case study of a female
skydiver reported the importance of paratelic (playful)

and negativistic (rebellious) motivational states. These
findings are supported by the common assumption is that
the pleasant “thrill” or increase in arousal experienced by
adventure participants is caused by the release of adrena
line in their bodies ; participants often use the expression
“adrenaline rush” when discussing their adventure experi
ences (Brymer etal.,2010). However, the present authors
are unaware of research empirically linking increased
physiological arousal with adrenaline release.
For Vlad, an “adrenaline rush” did not appear to be
associated with thrills, but rather with “actually doing
things right” when dealing with new maneuvers or emer
gency procedures (e.g., “When something goes wrong,
my adrenaline goes through the roof straight away”;
“Every time I was doing these [new] jumps I felt - not
nervous - but my adrenaline would go up because it’s
a new thing”; “You do get that adrenaline rush, but it’s
different [than a thrill]”). During these new maneuvers or
emergency procedures, Vlad felt “good, calm, happy and
relaxed”. His statements support Brymer’s (2010) find
ings from research with extreme sport participants. Spe
cifically, the base-jumper and climber in Brymer’s study
denied experiencing a thrill-based adrenaline rush during
their activities and instead described it as a heightened
state of relaxation characterized by mental and emotional
clarity. Vlad’s calm, and composed mental state, during
which he felt happy when he coped successfully with
complex task demands, typifies telic-mastery motivation
as defined in reversal theory. In the telic motivational
state, low arousal levels are experienced as pleasant and
high arousal levels are unpleasant.

Accepting New Challenges and Learning
New Skills
Vlad had been skydiving for 21 years and it appeared that
his strategy for maintaining interest was to periodically
take on new challenges, which required the learning of
new skills to regain mastery and control over his adven
ture sport environment. This was a critical element in
Vlad’s motivation to participate in skydiving. His inter
view statements were unequivocal on this point (e.g.,
“Every time you wanna do something new it’s actually a
challenge”; “It’s all about challenges so you always set up
challenges . . . ”; “I never jump for fun; I always jump to
learn something new”). These quotes and the following
statement illustrate the strong role that his motivation to
learn and develop new skills played in his enjoyment of
skydiving:
when you’re learning new things ... it’s harder, but
once you pass that stage and once you learn enough
to be able to do new things... you have enough
experience and skills to actually do new things. Then
your jumps get really enjoyable.
Sometimes these “challenges” took the form of
learning formation jumps or new styles and were often
the result of the innovations in equipment or competi
tions. For example, Vlad described how the development

of smaller canopies had resulted in competitions focused
on the accuracy of skydivers’ landings:
The canopies are getting smaller and faster - there
are lots of new competitions that started a few years
ago. So once you open the parachute the challenge
is actually to learn to control your canopy to have
perfect landings - really good long swoops.......
With round canopies you’re actually just touching
the ground and that’s it - you just land.
Trying to achieve perfect landings was an invit
ing challenge for Vlad because to do so he had to exert
complete control over his canopy. The ability to exert this
control satisfied his telic-mastery-oriented motivation.
V lad ’s E xperience o f L earn in g Sky Surfing. Vlad’s
motivation to overcome challenges and master new skills
was also shown by his decision to become competent in
sky surfing. His detailed descriptions of his attempts to
learn sky surfing provided particularly useful insights
into how he dealt with a completely novel challenges
and the progressive steps he took to gain proficiency in
new techniques. Sky surfing is a skydiving technique in
which the skydiver exits the plane with a snowboardsize board strapped to his or her feet. During the descent
surfing-style maneuvers, such as balancing on the board
and performing different loops and spins, are performed
by the skydiver:

. . . now jumping with that sky surf board is pretty
big as well there are lots of people competing in
this branch of skydiving and I watched these guys.
I watch the videos and they can do some amazing
things - some really fast things and do some tricks,
tracking, moving forward and things like that. So,
I just wanted to be able to do that as well - I just
wanted to do it! And so I started jumping, practising
and that was my goal just to - not to be of course
good enough to compete, but just to be able to do it.
Although some observers might infer that Vlad’s
continued desire to push himself and learn new skills
involved seeking higher levels of danger or risk, his
interview statements did not reflect this. On the contrary,
he was totally focused on learning the new activity and
never reported additional levels of risk or an added sense
of danger during new challenges. His descriptions of
learning to sky surf reflect this singular focus. As Vlad
had no previous instruction in sky surfing, his first attempt
involved basic trial and error learning. It was a “failure”
and he was left feeling frustrated after the event:
I had no idea what to expect, I had no idea what to
do. I just saw some videos of other people doing
it - there was no one that could give me any tips
or tell me how to do it so I jumped out and I could
not get stable. I was just spinning and I had no idea
what to do with it [the board]. I opened the parachute
and I actually had to cut away that board, I had to
get rid of the board.. . . I land and my whole body’s

aching - every muscle in my body was so sore you
know (smiling)___I landed after the jump and I felt
very frustrated you know because I didn’t do what
I wanted to do . . . of course I did expect that things
wouldn’t go the way I’d planned them to go, but you
still feel very frustrated.
Goal achievement and planning ahead are character
istic of the telic state and Vlad’s frustration at this point
arose from his inability to achieve any of the skills neces
sary on the way to achieving his goal of sky surfing. After
watching the sky surfing videos again, Vlad attempted
further jumps and was more successful each time:
. . . so I jump again and I nearly managed to get up
on the board. The point is you can actually stand
up on the board and then it gets a little bit easier
and then you can control it... and so the second
jump wasn’t good but it was better than the first.. .
. when I did my third jump and I managed to get up
on the board and I felt like I’m standing on top of
the world. [It’s] like the floor underneath me and I
can see the mountains and lake and everything and
it was so beautiful.
Before one particular jump, some ground work in
which he simulated the necessary movements proved to
be beneficial and reinforced his desire to sky surf:
Now for that particular jump I remember even before
the jump I remember practising on the ground. I put
the board on my feet and my parachute and every
thing so I was laying sort of on my back and laying
with the board attached to my feet. I had my legs up
in the air and I’m holding the board and it felt like
it’s gonna be easy and I felt like ‘wow, this is what
I want to do, this is great.
Although he eventually achieved his telic-mastery
goal of learning to sky surf successfully, almost immedi
ately he embarked on a new challenge by using a bigger
board and increasing the difficulty of the activity:
. . . again I remember a jump when I knew exactly
what I’m gonna do, how I’m gonna do that and I
jumped out with a new, much bigger board and I
felt like I had everything under control. It felt so
easy - 1 got up on the board, I managed to do a few
tricks, turns, spins and things like that and it just felt
so good. I opened the parachute and I land and I felt
so good not just that day, but [for a] few days after.
Vlad’s sky surfing experiences epitomise his general
pattern of setting new challenges and learning new skills
during his long skydiving career. It is also noteworthy
that after watching videos of others skydiving he felt
confident enough to try the technique himself. This sug
gests that Vlad understood his own skydiving abilities and
determined that he had the capability to set his goal of
learning to sky surf, take on this challenge, and achieve
it. Willig (2008) found similar results with her sample of

extreme sport participants. She pointed out that, although
the participants wanted to push their personal boundaries
through new challenges, they took care to ensure that the
goals they set themselves were achievable. In addition,
Willig (2008) reported that acquiring new technical
knowledge and skills, and gaining experience, produced
a rewarding sense of mastery for her participants. This
was mirrored in Vlad’s sky surfing experience (e.g., “I
got up on the board, I managed to do a few tricks, turns,
spins and things like that and it just felt so good”; “I felt
so good not just that day, but [for a] few days after.”).
This feeling of mastery after taking on a new challenge
appeared to be a key element in maintaining his motiva
tion and interest in the sport.

Mastery State Motivation and Confidence
Frames
In reversal theory terms, Vlad’s perception of skydiving
as a safe sport, was only possible through a protective
confidence frame (or “psychological bubble”) that he had
‘built’ around the activity. This frame was based on his
experience and confidence in his abilities to do the right
things, even in an emergency situation:
The whole day you’re jumping and you don’t feel
anything, you don’t feel anything - it’s normal day
and then you open the parachute and you notice like
- instantly [snaps fingers] you notice something is
wrong with your main canopy. Adrenaline goes up in
a second - like crazy.. . . And you don’t even notice
that, you know you just function - you do things
you learned to do - you deal with the situation, but
once you land and . . . few minutes after that you
notice how much your body’s sort of tensed you
know. And how much your brain is just working in
full alert [laughs].
Similar statements throughout Vlad’s interview
confirmed the importance of the mastery state in emer
gency situations, such as this example of a defective main
canopy. A sudden change in the skydiving environment
can mean that the skydiver’s confidence frame is lost.
According to Apter (1992), loss of a confidence frame
is caused by a reversal from the paratelic (playful) to the
telic (serious) state. However, Males (2013) studying
elite-level athletes showed that the confidence frame is
more likely to be a function of the mastery state. This
suggests that a decrease in the salience of the mastery
state, or a mastery to sympathy state reversal as a result
of environmental events, frustration or satiation, might
be the stimulus needed for the confidence frame to fail.
There is no evidence in Vlad’s statement above indica
tive of him being in the paratelic (playful) state, or of a
paratelic (playful) to telic (serious) state reversal and a
failure of his confidence frame. Although Vlad’s arousal
(adrenaline) increased in this emergency situation, he
functioned appropriately, dealt with the situation, and
landed safely. It seems likely that Vlad was in the telic
(serious) and mastery states during this experience

and maintained his confidence frame throughout. This
interpretation is supported by the noticeable absence of
paratelic (playful) motives reported in Vlad’s interview
statements in general, and by his observation that “few
minutes after that you notice how much your body’s sort
of tensed”. Increased muscle tension has been associated
with high levels of arousal in the telic (serious), but not
the paratelic (playful) state (e.g., Svebak, 1991).
An additional statement from Vlad’s interview
indicated that the telic and mastery states were opera
tive during his skydiving. On the few occasions when
he felt scared (telic (serious) state with unpleasant high
arousal), Vlad had developed a positive internal dialogue
and visualization strategy for changing his mental state:
As soon as I feel scared, I convince myself this is
what I want to do and it makes it so much easier. I
visualise the entire jump and talk through the whole
jump out loud. If I have confidence, I know I will
perform well. I have to feel I want to do it.
Using mental strategies is one of the recognized ways
of self-inducing motivational reversals (“Eight ways”,
2003). Without being consciously aware of what he was
doing, or briefed in reversal theory, Vlad used mental
strategies (visualization and self-talk) to reestablish his
desired state of mind. In reversal theory terms, Vlad
used mental strategies to reinstate the telic (serious) and
mastery states which allowed a robust confidence frame
to be rebuilt. This increased Vlad’s confidence, induced a
reappraisal of the risks involved in his skydiving session,
and dissipated feelings of fear. In his statement, there is no
suggestion of a telic (serious) to paratelic (playful) rever
sal, which would result in reinterpretation of unpleasant
high arousal in the telic (serious) state (feeling scared) as
pleasant excitement in the paratelic (playful) state (Apter,
1992). In line with Males’ (2013) findings, the current
case indicates that Vlad’s confidence frame was based on
a telic (serious)-mastery state combination. The results
of these two studies expand previous reversal theorist
conjectures about the nature of protective confidence
frames. However, further research in other adventure
sports and high-risk activities is needed to validate and
refine these developments.

Implications for Sport Psychologists
One well-established view in the sport psychology
literature is that skydivers and other adventure sport
participants take part because they are arousal seek
ers participating for the resultant excitement and thrill
(adrenaline rush; e.g., Chirivella & Martinez, 1994;
Rowland, Franken, & Harrison, 1986). Recent research
and the current case study suggest that there are multiple
motives for participation in adventure sports (e.g., Kerr
& Houge Mackenzie, 2012). Thus, sport psychologists
should explore the broader range of participation motives
identified here across individuals and adventure sports.
Although the typical notion of high arousal enjoyment or
an ‘adrenaline rush’ in adventure activities is important

for those whose operative metamotivational states are
paratelic-mastery, the current case study demonstrates
that telic-mastery-oriented participants will interpret high
arousal levels very differently. Vlad’s continued partici
pation in skydiving was carefully managed using new
self-determined, achievable challenges that satisfied his
telic-mastery needs when the new skills were mastered.
Thus, different combinations of metamotivational states
give rise to different needs and motives for skydiving par
ticipation that extend beyond mere excitement-seeking. In
motivational terms, “one size fits all” is unacceptable in
reversal theory and when explaining skydiving behavior
(Apter & Batler, 1997).
This case study is also relevant to sport psycholo
gists interested in the motivational processes involved
in skydiving in particular. This case demonstrates that
participants may enjoy skydiving when they understand
the risks involved, but feel confident and secure enough
to perceive these risks as manageable. Their confidence
may be based on factors such as personal knowledge of
the sport and their ability to perform necessary skills,
sometimes under difficult circumstances. If skydivers
are in situations where they are dependent on other team
members, they must also be confident about the compe
tency of their colleagues. Confidence is also created by
having safe, technologically-advanced equipment that
they know has been well-tested and can withstand the
demands of their sport. In reversal theory, high levels
of confidence produce positive emotions through the
creation of a protective confidence frame. Whereas
most people would be afraid to launch themselves from
an aircraft in flight, skydivers generally enjoy exiting
aircrafts at heights of 3-4,500 m. As even strong confi
dence frames sometimes fail it is useful for psycholo
gists to understand the motivational processes involved
in skydiving so that they can assist participants whose
confidence frames have dissolved. Kerr (2007) has
discussed some of the options available for intervention
in the case of a participant who has experienced a huge
loss of confidence and associated paratelic protective
frame. Similarily, intervention options may need to be
developed for skydivers who lose their telic-masterybased protective frames.

Conclusions and Future Study
There have been relatively few qualitative studies on
the experience of motivation in skydiving informed by
reversal theory. The interview material reported in the
present case study provided rich, in-depth, dynamic,
and complex representations of an elite male skydiver’s
motivational experience. As such, it was a unique case
study that contributed original findings which challenged
reversal theory’s concept of paratelic-oriented (i.e., thrills
and excitement) protective confidence frames in skydiv
ing and possibly other adventure sports. The association
between frames and telic-mastery motivations should be
recognized within reversal theory and further researched
in the future. Case study findings should not be used as a

basis for generalization in the traditional sense of the term
in the social sciences (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Rather, the pres
ent findings can act as a basis for a working hypothesis,
providing a means of facilitating learning and naturalistic
generalization (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Skate, 1995),
used toward a greater understanding of adventure sport
participation motivation. For comparison with the present
case study, further case study research could investigate
motivational experience (operative motivational states,
emotions, and factors influencing protective confidence
frames) in other expert skydivers (including expert female
skydivers) and/or expert performers across a broader
range of adventure activities. Examining the skydiving
experience exclusively from the perspective of reversal
theory may have limited other interpretations of the data.
However, using reversal theory did provide a meaningful
explanation of how accepting renewed challenges and
learning new skills played an important role in maintain
ing the participant’s ongoing motivation and confirmed
the possibility of mastery-based confidence frames in
motivational experience.
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